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Abstract. The paper proposes a novel approach for gray scale images segmenta-
tion. It is based on multiple features extraction from a single feature per image pixel,
namely its intensity value, via a recurrent neural network from the reservoir com-
puting family - Echo state network. The preliminary tests on the benchmark gray
scale image Lena demonstrated that the newly extracted features - reservoir equi-
librium states - reveal hidden image characteristics. In present work the developed
approach was applied to a real life task for segmentation of a 3D tomography image
of a of bone whose aim was to explore the object’s internal structure. The achieved
results demonstrated the novel approach allows for clearer revealing the details of
the bone internal structure thus supporting further tomography image analyses.
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1. Introduction

Image segmentation aims division of a digital image into segments in order to reduce
its complexity and thus to enable further processing or analysis. It has many practical
applications including medical image analysis, computer vision for autonomous vehicles,
face recognition and detection, video surveillance, satellite image analysis etc.

Image segmentation is done by assignment of labels to pixels in dependence on their
belonging to individual objects in the image, such as people, animals, flowers, cars etc.
Usually high-level features such as color or contrast are applied by the traditional ap-
proaches. However, these have to be fine tuned or manually assigned so the obtained
results might not be accurate enough, especially for complex images.

Modern segmentation techniques relay on machine learning approaches, such as deep
learning neural networks [29], for automated features extraction and segmentation. In case
of gray images such as produced for medical diagnostics Computed Tomography (CT),
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) etc., the problem for clearer separation of regions
of interest is of crucial importance because they were often used for tumor detection or
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diagnostic of brain deceases. A recent review in the area [26] concludes that all of the
applied by far algorithms need broad improvement. Extensive research on gray and/or
medical images includes numerous approaches such as heuristic optimization algorithms
like bee colony [6] or Particle swarm [1], artificial neural networks [23, 22, 19] includ-
ing deep ones [15, 14, 9, 30, 5, 25, 4, 2], gray value threscholding [21], Gaussian mixture
models [18], Support vector machines [3], neuro-fuzzy approaches [24, 8] etc.

However, the most often applied DNNs need huge amount of training examples as
well as big computational resources and time to be trained properly. In contrast to them
Echo state networks (ESN) belong to a novel and rapidly developing family of reservoir
computing approaches [7, 17] whose primary aim was development of fast trainable re-
current neural network architectures (RNN) for approximaion of nonlinear time series.
Following different view point to dynamic reservoir structure and its properties, in [10]
a novel approach for features extraction from multidimensional data sets using ESN was
proposed. It was successfully tested on numerous practical examples, among which clus-
tering and segmentation of multi-spectral images [11].

The core of the original approach was to use the reservoir equilibrium states corre-
sponding to each one of multidimensional input data. The fitting of the ESN reservoir
dynamics to reflect the input data structure was achieved using an approach for tuning of
ESN reservoir internal connectivity and dynamics called Intrinsic Plasticity (IP) [28, 27].

In [13] a modified version of the approach from [11] for segmentation of gray scale
images was proposed. In order to enhance original gray image an IP tuned ESN reservoir
was applied to extract multiple features from the intensity value of each pixel that are
reservoir neurons equilibrium states corresponding to the pixels’ intensities. The extracted
features were further used by a segmentation routine to divide image into several segments
(clusters). Comparison of segmentation results on the benchmark gray image Lena reveled
that using the extracted via ESN features and kmeans clustering allowed to reveal hidden
image details in comparison with clustering via the scalar original feature (image pixel
intensity).

The present work continues investigation of our newly proposed approach applying it
to a real life problem - 3D micro-CT tomography image purification via segmentation.

The paper is organized as follows: the next section 2 introduces ESN, IP tuning al-
gorithm and adapted to gray scale images approach for features extraction; the following
section presents obtained results on a set of tomography images collection; the paper fin-
ishes with concluding remarks and direction for future work.

2. ESN Approach for Gray Scale Images Features Extraction

2.1. ESN and IP tuning

The structure of an ESN is shown on Fig 1.
It incorporates a dynamic reservoir of neurons with a sigmoid activation function fres

(usually the hyperbolic tangent) and randomly generated recurrent connections W res.
The reservoir state for the current time instant k r(k) depends both on its previous state
r(k − 1) and on the current input u(k) as follows:

r(k) = fres(diag(a)W inu(k) +W resr(k − 1) + diag(b)) (1)
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Fig. 1. ESN for features extraction

Here W in and W res are input and recurrent connection weight matrices that are randomly
generated according to recipes given by [17]; a and b are vectors called gain and bias that
are set to 1 and 0 respectively in most applications. For the aim of time series modelling
the readout of reservoir is a linear combination of its current state whose parameters
are the only trainable parameters of this recurrent neural network structure. However,
in present investigation as in [10] we will focus only on characteristics of the reservoir
equilibrium state re achieved after feeding of constant input uc until the reservoir settles
down (as shown on Fig. 1).

In order to adjust the reservoir to the structure of its input data, [28, 27] proposed an
approach called Intrinsic Plasticity (IP) tuning that achieves desired distribution of reser-
voir output via changes in the gain a and bias b in equation (1). The procedure is gradient
algorithm minimizing Kullback-Leibler divergence between actual and target distribu-
tions. In case of hyperbolic tangent activation function the proper target distribution is
normal (Gaussian) with mean µ and variance σ:

pnorm = (1/σ
√
2π)e(r−µ)2/2σ2) (2)

Thus the training rules for IP tuning of gain and bias vectors derived in [27] are:

∆b = −η(−µ/σ2 + r/σ2(2σ2 + 1− r2 + µr)) (3)

∆a = η/a+∆bx (4)

Here η is learning rate and x = W inu + W resr is the net input to the reservoir
neurons. The Algorithm 1 presents the IP tuning procedure. All original data vectors (in
our terminology further features) f(i), i = 1 ÷ nf are fed consecutively to the ESN
reservoir with zero initial state r(0) = 0 for nIP IP tuning iterations (usually 3-5 are
enough as in [27]).

In [10] for the first time it was proposed to exploit the achieved by feeding of multidi-
mensional data input equilibrium states of IP tuned ESN reservoir as new feature vector.
In [11] the approach was applied to various multidimensional data sets for the aims of
clustering. It was demonstrated that projections onto new (ESN equilibrium) state space
could led to better data separation. The Algorithm 2 present the features extraction proce-
dure.
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Algorithm 1 IP tuning
IP tuning of ESN

2: Generate initial ESN reservoir
r(0) = 0

4: a(0) = 1
b(0) = 0

6: for k = 1÷ nIP do
for i = 1÷ nf do

8: x(i) = W inf(i) +W resr(i− 1)
r(i) = tanh(a(i− 1)x(i) + b(i− 1))

10: a(i) = a(i− 1) +∆a(i)
b(i) = b(i− 1) +∆b(i)

12: end for
end for

Algorithm 2 Features extraction
Extract features from IP tuned ESN

2: for i = 1÷ nf do
r(0) = 0

4: for k = 1÷ nit do
x(k) = W inf(i) +W resr(k − 1)

6: r(k) = tanh(ax(k) + b)
end for

8: rie = r(k)
end for

All original vectors of features f(i), i = 1 ÷ nf are fed consecutively nit times as
constant input u(k) = f(i) = const., k = 1 ÷ nit to the ESN reservoir with zero
initial state r(0) = 0 until it settles to a new equilibrium state re(f(i)) = r(nit). nit is
number of iterations needed to achieve steady state re = r(k) = r(k−1) of the reservoir.
Achieved in this way equilibrium states of the ESN reservoir rie for each original features
vector f(i) are considered as new features.

2.2. Approach for features extraction from gray scale images

In [10] it was investigated how the IP tuning of a randomly generated ESN reservoir
led to clearer separation of the original multidimensional data after its projection to low
dimensional space. The effect of IP tuning on reservoir equilibrium state was further in-
vestigated in [12] demonstrating that it increases equilibrium states memory capacity and
is strongly influenced by the original data structure. Provoked by the needs of gray scale
images clustering, in [13] a modification of the original approach for features extraction
was proposed. In contrast to [10], from each single feature per pixel (that is its intensity
value f(i) = pi(i), i = 1÷npi) multiple features corresponding to ESN reservoir neurons
equilibrium states rie were obtained (nf = npi is the number of the gray image pixels;
pi(i) is i − th pixel intensity). Thus feeding of pixel by pixel intensities of an original
gray image to the IP tuned ESN reservoir yields multiple filtered images as shown on
Fig. 2. The obtained in this way multidimensional feature vector per pixel are subject to
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clustering via kmeans using one selected feature among numerous extracted once or all
of them.

3. Results and Discussion

In [13] the proposed approach was tested on the gray version of the benchmark image
Lena. In present work a real life problem - 3D micro-CT tomography image purification
via segmentation - was considered. Here we briefly present the results from [13] first and
then continue with tomography data.

3.1. Lena Segmentation

In order to investigate effects of proposed features extraction approach a benchmark im-
age Lena was used. The original colour image was converted to gray scale and pixels
intensities pi were scaled in range [−1, 1]. Next, all pixels intensities were applied to
tune the gain and bias parameters of a randomly generated fully connected ESN reservoir
with size nr = 10 and spectral radius 0.9. The target Gaussian distribution of IP tuning
was with zero mean and variance σ = 0.1 and number of IP tuning iterations was set to
nIP = 5. The number of iterations needed to achieve reservoir steady state was estimated
to nit = 50.

Fig. 2. Gray image features extraction
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For the seek of comparison features were extracted by initial and IP tuned reservoir
as shown on Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows histograms of the original image pixels intensities vs the
histograms of features extracted by initial and IP tuned ESN reservoirs.

Fig. 3. Histogram of the original image pixels intensities shifted by −0.5 (top) vs the equilibrium
states distributions of the initial (middle) and IP tuned reservoir (bottom)

The observed effects of IP tuning are following: the reservoir equilibrium states were
squeezed in narrow interval; the distribution of new equilibrium states reflects the original
data distribution.

Next kmeans clustering algorithm was applied to separate image pixels into clusters
using all original and all extracted by initial and IP tuned reservoir features. From Fig. 3
is clear that features extracted from IP tuned reservoir can be visually separated into three
groups - having maximum around −0.3, 0.1 and 0.3 respectively that is in accordance
other segmentation approaches tested on Lena image. So the number of clusters was set
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to three here. The representative features from the three groups in Fig. 3 (neurons 1, 3 and
8) were selected for clustering too.

Comparison of the original gray image and its segmentation via kmeans clustering
are shown in Fig. 4. While segmentation using features extracted by initial random ESN
reservoir looks blurred, the results achieved using IP tuned reservoir reveal sharper dis-
crimination between image regions. Segmentation via representative features (neurons 1,
3 and 8) seems quite similar to that achieved using all features extracted by IP tuned reser-
voir. Looking at Fig. 4, it is observed that the results achieved using features extracted by
IP tuned reservoir look quite similar to those obtained by kmeans clustering of original
image pixels intensities. However, IP tunned reservoir features revealed a little bit more
details from the original image, e.g. some light bunches in the hair, shades on the shoulder,
contours in the background stuff etc.

Fig. 4. Segmentation of the original gray image on the top into three clusters by kmeans clustering,
from left to right using all features extracted by the initial reservoir, by all features extracted from
the IP tuned reservoir and by the features from the representative neurons 1, 3 and 8

Comparison between results before and after IP tuning shows that fitting the reservoir
to the input data allows to achieve sharper discrimination between regions with different
grades of pixels intensities. Besides, in [13] it was observed that each neuron acts as a
filter revealing different image characteristics.

Fig. 5. Segmentation of the original gray image into three clusters using original image pixels inten-
sities, from left to right via hard thresholding, multi-level threscholding, fuzzy c-means, subtractive
clustering and kmeans clustering
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For the seek of comparison the gray image was segmented using original pixels inten-
sities and several clustering approaches: kmeans, hard thresholding using fixed threshold
levels equally distributed within range of pixels intensities, multi-level thresholding us-
ing Otsu’s method [20], fuzzy c-means clustering and subtractive clustering [31]. Fig.
5 presents comparison of the original gray image and its segmentation by enumerated
clustering approaches. It is obvious that kmeans segmentation outperforms all other ap-
proaches achieving sharper segmentation of the image.

3.2. Tomography Image Segmentation

The sample was scanned through a micro-CT device Nikon XT H 225. The X-ray param-
eters were a voltage of 100 kV and a current of 100 µA. A Series of 2000 projections
with one frame per projection, an exposure time of 500 ms, and an isotropic resolution of
97 µm per voxel were acquired during a continuous rotation range of 360◦. The images
were reconstructed with CT Pro 3D (version XT 3.1.3, Nikon Metrology, Hertfordshire,
UK), using a beam hardening correction and noise reduction and a median filter with a
kernel size of 3X3. ROI of interest was selected and extracted as a separate volume from
a human skull’s central part of the sutura sagittalis.

In order to determine proper number of clusters kmeans clustering was applied to a
single slice of the original tomography image. Results from segmentation into two, three
and four classes are shown on Fig. 6. It is obvious that the higher the number of clusters
is the more details from the gray image are discovered via segmentation.

Fig. 6. Segmentation of the original image (top) into two (bottom, left), three (bottom, middle) and
four (bottom, right) clusters

In order to asses the segmentation quality clusters silhouettes are compared on Fig.
7. Although the segmentation into four clusters seems more impressive on Fig. 6, its
maximal silhouette value (0.9906) is slightly lower that that in the three clusters case
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(0.9912). In case of two clusters the maximal silhouette value (0.9886) is the smallest
one. Thus the proper number of clusters is two.

Fig. 7. Silhouettes of clusters in case of two (left), three (middle) and four (right) classes respectively

The initial random ESN reservoir with the same parameters as in previous example
was IP tuned using a single slice from a different tomography collection. Next the IP
tuned reservoir was applied to extract features of the investigated tomography image. Next
kmeans clustering into two classes was applied using all ESN extracted multidimensional
features as well as on each ESN feature separately. For the seek of comparison kmeans
clustering was applied to the original image using points gray scale as a feature.

In order to asses segmentation results without ground truth information several ap-
proaches are applied [32]. Here we compare the squared error (Fig. 8) and the average
squared error of the segments F (I) (Fig. 9) as in [16].

Fig. 8. Squared error per cluster

Fig. 8 reveals that using all ESN extracted features does not outperform segmentation
from the original image features. However, several single ESN features give much better
results for some of the segments, e.g. R7 that is the steady state of neuron number 7 of
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Fig. 9. Average squared error of all clusters

the ESN reservoir achieves the lowest error for classes 2 and and 3 but the worst result for
class 1. Fig. 9 shows that the average squared error F (I) is lowest in case of feature R5.
However, visual assessment of the segmentation results does not support this quantitative
conclusion.

Fig. 10 shows entropy-based evaluation metric from [33]. It reveals that feature R7 is
the best one based on this measure.

Fig. 10. Entropy evaluation metric

Fig. 11 shows the original unsegmented render (3D tomography image) and its seg-
mentation into three classes using original features (pixels intensities) as well ESN ex-
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tracted features. As expected, clustering made the image less blurred. The best segmenta-
tion was achieved by a single ESN extracted feature (from neuron 7).

Fig. 11. Original tomography image (top, left) versus segmentation into three clusters via original
image pixels intensities (top, right), all ESN extracted features (bottom, left) and best extracted
feature from neuron 7 (bottom, right)

In order to explore the deeper structure of the investigated bone sample we show two
representative vertical and horizontal 2D slices from the 3D image as shown on Fig. 12.
Figure 13 shows the representative slices on horizontal and vertical directions from the
original tomography image while at Fig. 12 while figures 14, 15 and 16 show the cor-
responding representative 2D slices from the segmented 3D images using original pixels
intensities, all and the best ESN extracted features respectively.

While results achieved using original and all ESN extracted features look similar, the
clustering via the best ESN feature reveals much more details of the tomography image.
In it the compact and spongy layers of the bone are most clearly distinguished and the
bone suture is fully visible in terms of placement and shape. The most impressive result
is the clearest visualization of the skull seam.

4. Conclusions

Our results demonstrated that using of IP tuned ESN for features extraction from the
tomography images gives numerous features among which the best ones revealed hidden
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Fig. 12. Representative horizontal (blue plane) and vertical (green plane) 2D slices positions

Fig. 13. 2D slices from the original tomography image

Fig. 14. 2D slices from the segmented via original tomography image pixels intensities

Fig. 15. 2D slices from the segmented tomography image via all ESN extracted features
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Fig. 16. 2D slices from the segmented tomography image via the best single ESN extracted feature

image details. Clustering results based on a chosen best extracted feature demonstrated
impressively better segmentation of the gray image in comparison with the segmentation
by its original pixels intensity.

These preliminary results are good basis for further development of hierarchical (deep)
approach for gray images segmentation combining ESN and clustering approaches.
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